
NEW YEAR'S EVE

SCAVENGER HUNT

A few hours left on all the

clocks. Head to the place

where you keep your socks.

If you're ready to begin, then

find this shoe. Head here for

your starting clue. 

It's a special night called

New Year's Eve. Find the

next clue up a winter coat

sleeve. 

Big Ben strikes, ding dong,

ding dong. Where do you

sleep all night long?

Look at the time the clock

hands are at! Go to the place

where you keep your hat...

Time to stop for a New Year's

drink. The next clue you will

find near the kitchen sink...
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NEW YEAR'S EVE

SCAVENGER HUNT

I'm cold, I'm frosty, I keep ice

cream chilly. To not check

here would be really quite

silly. 

Where the youngest child goes

to bed, look underneath where

they lay their head. 

Go to the place where we cook

food to eat. Look beside it for a

New Year's treat!

Head to the place where you

sit down to eat. Take a

sneaky look under every seat.

Tick tock, it soon will be

midnight. Look in the place

where you keep shoes out of

sight. 

Mignight is coming, tick

tock, tick tock. Look for

your next clue under the

clock. 
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NEW YEAR'S EVE

SCAVENGER HUNT

In the bag that belongs to

Mummy, is where you will find

something yummy!

In a few short hours the clock

will strike. Head to where you

store your bike.

The postman comes here to

deliver a letter. Finding a clue

would be even better! 

The New Year's treats are

keeping cold. Head to this place

and your next clue will unfold...

New Year will be here soon. I

might be near a knife, or a

fork, or a spoon..

New Year's Eve- time to

stay up late. Find your next

clue where you keep a plate.  
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NEW YEAR'S EVE

SCAVENGER HUNT

Look up high, look down low.

Your next clue you will find

where the toothbrushes go. 

I came back inside because it

was cold. Find me hiding where

the TV is controlled. 

Only a few more hours to go.

What would I wear when it

starts to snow?

The 31st is New Year's night.

You'll find me by a bedside

light. 

HAPPY NEW YEAR!! You've

finished the race. We hope these

yummy treats put a smile on

your face. 
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